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President’s Corner
by Patty Draper, President

In the August Clinker Breaker, Dr. LeRoi

Price challenged FABA members to

construct a folding knife.  LeRoi included

a nice article with full-size drawings along

with his challenge.  LeRoi’s idea was that

the individual who attempted the project

would get more out of the folder

demonstration by Joel Chamblin scheduled

for the October annual conference.  

Knowing that I had no bladesmith experience whatsoever, LeRoi

suggested that I make my folder from wood or even a cereal box.

But no, I wanted a knife I could use, a knife I could show

proudly at FABA meetings.  From local knife makers, I begged

01 steel and nickel silver for spring, blade and liners, brass and

cherry wood for bolsters and handle material.  By the time of the

annual conference, I’d just broken the spring.  I developed

respect for anyone who could complete a folder.  Two months

later, I’m still struggling to make a serviceable spring after

having broken three.  My admiration and respect of the folder

maker has increased several times over.

More importantly, along the way I’ve learned some things.  First,

be careful what challenges you accept.  Second, I’ve learned

knife lingo—bolster, liner, attitude open, and super glue, for

example.  I learned LeRoi was right, that I should have started

with more forgiving materials.  Then if my wooden folder didn’t

close perfectly, it would be so much easier to toss aside and start

another.

Last, I learned the importance of having a mentor, to aid and

encourage you when beginning something new.  “Mentor” means a

trusted counselor or guide, a tutor or coach.  Three accomplished

bladesmiths, Bill Adams, Ray Roberts and Journeyman Bladesmith

John Butler, have shared their shop, tools, materials and experience

with me these last two months.  These guys—the “knife boys” I call

them—meet most Sundays at Ray’s shop in Monticello.  They

generously invite bladesmith wannabes like me to participate in these

informal sessions.  Demonstrations, books, and how-to articles are

wonderful learning tools, but nothing can take the place of your

mentor’s immediate answers to your questions and his or her critical

evaluation of your work.  Best of all, your mentor can offer words of

encouragement when the work seems to be getting the better of you.

So, the next time you’re invited to visit and work in someone’s shop,

accept the invite!  It’s the greatest opportunity for learning you’ll

have, and it gives your mentor a chance to repay some of the learning

opportunities they’ve received in the past from their mentors.  And,

when you’ve gained sufficient knowledge and skills, you can share

them with another.  

I’ll keep you posted on my progress with the folder.  I thank LeRoi

and the knife boys for making the opportunity available to me.

Happy Holidays to all!

Clinker Breaker
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Upcoming Events
The calendar includes events of interest to the blacksmithing community.  Florida Artist Blacksmith Association (FABA) sponsored events are highlighted in bold
typeface.  The regions have no boundaries - everyone is welcome everywhere.  Come to more than one if you can.  We hold regular monthly meetings in each region
(except that we all try to get together at one Statewide Meeting each quarter) on the following Saturdays of each month: NE-1st, NW-2nd, SE-3rd, SW-last.  The actual
dates may vary from month to month; check the schedule below.  Our meetings are informal gatherings around the forge.  Prospective members are always welcome.
Come for all or any part of a meeting, bring your tools, or just watch.  Most meetings run from 9AM to 4PM, and you'll need to bring a lunch if you stay all day, unless
otherwise noted.  If you have any questions about meetings please contact the Regional Coordinators listed below:

NE Region - Dec.02

SE Region - Dec.16

Northeast Region: Bob Jacoby (904) 260-9981 jacoby@southeast.net

Northwest Region: Dr. Ed Crane (850) 893-3212 ncrane8364@aol.com

Southeast Region: Charlie Stemmann (561) 964-8834 stemmann@aol.com

Southwest Region: Steve Kalb (941) 489-2396. n/a

NW Region - Dec 09

December, 2000

NE Dec 02 Allen Hardwicke's shop in Altoona, Florida.   We're going to
fry some turkeys, continue working on our cable knifes,
hopefully build some more blacksmith's helpers, and possibly
put some finishing touches on some blacksmith's helpers from
last year's workshop.

NW Dec 09 Holiday party at Bill Robertson and Patty Draper's Applecross
forge in Tallahassee, 6:00pm - 9:00pm.  Meat and drinks will
be provided.  Bring a covered dish. Please bring your show
and tell items.

SE Dec 16 Yesteryear Village, South Florida Fair Grounds. Work party
bring tools for wood work.

SW Dec 23 Enjoy the Holidays with your families!

January, 2001

NE Jan 06  Tico Rubio's shop near Barberville - there will be some open
forges and a variety of projects for the day.
NW Jan 13  Pioneer Village , Sam Atkins Park, Blountstown, Fla.

SE Jan 20 to be announced

SW Jan 27 to be announced

February, 2001

NE Feb 03 to be announced

NW Feb 10 to be announced

SE Feb 17  Quarterly meeting will be held at the Yesteryear Village,
South Florida Fair Grounds, Demonstrator will be Johnny
Kierbow. Johnny will be making a Rams head walking
stick, a braided handle fire place tool, and a pair of tongs.
The last 2 hours will be question and answer.

SW Feb 24 to be announced

Allen's shop is located at the corner of State Road 19
(South of State Road 40 in the Ocala National Forest)
and County Road 42 East.  The shop is a western style
building located on the left side of the road if you're
driving south.  The signs "Allen's Well Drilling" and
"Altoona Hydraulics" are prominently displayed on the
building.
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The Jacobys at work

SoapBox & Annoucements 

Steve Bloom, Editor

Well folks, it’s been two years since I stumbled into being
the Editor and like the Editors before me, I’m
simultaneously immensely grateful to be turning over the
job to someone else and a bit wistful that it’s over.  Being
the Editor has not really been that bad – because of the
support from the Coordinators. the FABA officers, and the
few of you who contributed material.  For those of you who
didn’t get around to it - try harder!  Everyone of us finds out
new things virtually every day, like — where did you buy
those bimetal blades for your cheapie Harbor Freight band
saw?  Where did the refractory in your gas forge come
from?  What is the jig you just made?  You get the picture
(I hope) - what is a trivial piece of information to you might
be critical to another smith — so share!

LeRoi Price will taking on the load in the next issue and like
me in January 1998, he’ll need help and encouragement.
There is never any better encouragement for an Editor than
having too much material.  Remember, it’s your
organization and you have to help out - so do it.

.....and now for something totally different.....

A nice bit of info from Paul McComb of the Ontario Artist

Blacksmiths Association:

    You may have in your personal or club library one or
two  books published by Cosira in Britain.  There books
are an excellent resource  for learning the basics and
beyond of smithing.  Included in their books are three
catalogs of various iron work, weather vanes and iron
gates.  In
these old publications you could order full size plans of the
various projects.  Cosira has changed names and offices a
couple of times  (Rural District Council)  and is now called
the Countryside Agency.  Their web address is
www.countryside.gov.uk

I downloaded off their website an Acrobat file of course
and materials list. Included in the list are the republications
of the Cosira blacksmithing  books and catalogs. I have
confirmed by email that the plans in the catalogs are also
still  available and may be obtained from.

    The Countryside Agency
    Publications at:
    P O Box 125, Wetherby, West Yorks, LS23 7EP.  

Tel:  0870 120 6466. 

    We may be able to order books/plans from the web site
in the near future...

The Mid-Atlantic Smiths Association is proud to present:

The 20th Annual Bill Gichner Annual Hammer In
January 6 and 7, 2001

Hosted by Bill Gichner; At The Hutchison Brothers Farm
11006 Lewistown Road; Cordova, Maryland
On the beautiful Eastern Shore of Maryland

Registration for the weekend  is $35.00. Make checks payable to
MASA and send by December 22, 2000 to:
Nancy Zastrow; 12800 Hammonton Road; Silver Spring, MD
20904-3523

If you have any questions, contact David Hutchison at Bay Briar
Kennel, 410-820-2041, and leave a message.

Hutchison Brothers Farm phone number for the Hammer In
Weekend is 410-820-2093.

The tradition will continue, some things will be different and a lot
will be the same. There will not be Bill’s great collection of tools
and ironwork to drool over, but Bill will be there, hopefully with
a van load of goods for sale or trade. There will be a forklift
available to transfer the heavy items looking for new homes, so
bring your tools and other goodies to sell. We will still have an
auction, iron in the hat and display area open to all to participate
in.

We will be meeting in a 48' by 70' farm shop. You will have coffee
and sweets on both Saturday and Sunday mornings, lunch both
days and a Roast Beef dinner served in the shop on Saturday
evening. There will be a program Saturday night (it’s still being
hammered out).  Hutchison Brothers have requested that there be
no alcohol on the farm. Please respect this. Bring your safety
glasses and ear plugs and help make this a safe weekend.

If you need directions or hotel info, contact your Ediotr or Nick
Vincent, President MASA;Nathan's Forge, Ltd.410-848-7903
nathansforge@md.prestige.net

NE Regional Report
Bob Jacoby, Regional Coordinator

The November meeting was held at the Pioneer Arts
Settlement in Barberville, Florida.  Our meeting coincided
with the Settlement's Annual Fall Country Jamboree.  The
Jamboree a celebration of Florida's past is a two-day event
and draws some 45,000 visitors.  FABA members were
busy at a variety of
stations.  Thurmond
Chaffin and Bob Cerny
manned the steam
engine and circular saw,
Jim Carty helped
operate the cane syrup
o p e ra t io n ,  Le s t e r
Hollenback had his
recently constructed
wheelwright shop in
full swing; and of
course, we had a full
c o m p l i m e n t  o f
blacksmiths working the shop!
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Steve Bloom, Jim Corbet, Ray Roberts, Tico Rubio, Bill
Stapleton, and Tom Kennedy worked the inside of the shop
while Lewis Riggleman, Bob Mancuso, Fred Kingery, and
David Lassiter worked the outside forges. FABA literally
handed out hundreds of brochures and spent many hours
with prospective members.   I want to thank everyone for
their help in promoting the art of blacksmithing.  And this
list of participants is far from complete - it's only the short
list of people I ran into during the few hours I was able to
spend at the Jamboree.  Thanks again to all who
participated.

Also, just wanted to remind everyone to continue bringing
their knife projects to our meetings.  For those of you who
weren't at the September meeting, Bill Stapleton started our
multi-meeting cable-knife project. We've forge welded our
blanks and have started forging the blades as of November.
I'll try to have more blanks available at our December
meeting for those of you who would still like to get
involved.  In addition to the cable-knife project, we're
hoping to host another blacksmith's helper workshop at the
December meeting assuming all of the components arrive in
time.

NW / SE/ SW Regional Reports
Nada for this issue - hey why don’t some of the rest of you
write up a meeting???

Conference Report
Jeff Mohr, Regional Coordinator

Dear FABA members,
    I truly appreciate all of the support and help that I
received in working with the conference as chairman.  I was
able to pick up the phone, ask members to bring equipment
and tools for the conference, and it was taken care of.  As
many of you heard my father-in-law, Bruce Hettel passed
away from cancer and his memorial service was held the
Sunday of the conference.  Bruce worked with me in my
shop for ten years and really enjoyed the fellowship of
blacksmiths.  It was wonderful to be able to count on that
fellowship to take care of running the conference in my
absence.  Thanks to everyone who pitched in to make a very
successful conference.  

    I have already begun working on next year's conference
and have several new ideas in the works.  If you have
suggestions or ideas please let me know.  I hope you will
begin working on next year's gallery piece and auction
items.  Thanks to everyone who participated in the auction
with donating items and purchasing items.  I hope we can
do our part to keep the fires burning and pass this tradition
along.
                                            At the forge,
                                            Jeff Mohr

Walt Anderson Founders Scholarship Report
Bill Robertson

I would like to thank FABA for having chosen
me as the first recipient of the Walt Anderson Founders
Scholarship.  My understanding is that the scholarship
was created to enable the recipient to enhance and
develop skills that would not only further the recipients’
talents but would also bring back a higher level of
understanding of the craft to the FABA membership.  I
hope to do this by demonstrating the techniques I have
learned at future regional meetings and through the
Clinker Breaker with how to articles such as the one I am
submitting in this issue.

Rather than use the money to take a class at one
of the folk schools, I was able to make an arrangement to
spend several days one-on-one with Tom Latan. in his
shop in Pepin, Wisconsin.  For those of you who are not
familiar with Tom’s work I would encourage you to look
at some back issues of the Anvil’s Ring.  The front cover
of the Fall 1996 issue shows his iron toolbox and you can
generally find some of his work featured in the gallery
section of the Ring.  Tom has been a regular demonstrator
at ABANA conferences and his work is some of the
finest I have ever seen.  He does quite a bit of carving and
chasing in the Renaissance style, which has become an
interest of mine and is why I chose him to study with.

I would encourage future recipients of this
award to consider private study with a mentor in addition
to folk school classes.  I have taken four classes at John
C. Campbell Folk School and enjoyed them immensely.
However, I don’t think it compares to having the
opportunity to see someone’s shop and tools, study their
methods, have them walk you through projects, see their
resource library, find out where they get their inspiration
from and see how they are able to make a living at it.
Things like that would be difficult to get in a class.

Again thanks for choosing me as the first Walt
Anderson Founders Scholarship recipient  I encourage
everyone to think about applying for the next scholarship.
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What I Did on my Vacation

or

A Summer Camp for Adults

Steve Bloom

I had the opportunity to take the sword-making course
under Don Fogg at the John C. Campbell Folk School in late
September.  My advice, in a nutshell,  is that if you can possibly
take a course at the Folk School, do it.

The experience starts with check-in (Sunday
afternoon) at Keith Hall and getting familiar with the campus, a
number of shops, studios, and residences that are scattered on
both sides of the main road on somewhat hilly terrain (especially
to a Floridian).  After an evening orientation, our first meal at
the Dining Hall (when the bell rings, you go in – later in the
week, you tend to salivate at the sounds of bells), we made our
ways to our respective studios.  For the smiths, that’s the
Whitaker shop, down the road, over the hill, and far away
(actually not a bad walk if you have knees, possible on a bike,
and driveable for wimps like me).  At the shop, we settled in,
selected a station, adjusted anvil heights (report on just how that
was done will be forthcoming), met our fellow smiths and the
instructors (Don Fogg and Chuck Patrick), and were given a
reasonable idea of what to expect for the next week.

My wife and I were staying at Rock House - where the
rooms are so small, that the mice (if there were any) would be
hunch-backed  - Ok, they weren’t that small, but I couldn’t
resist. The room was more than adequate considering how little
time we spent there and there was a large common area plus the
porch with rockers (which we actually did get to use one
evening). 

Monday morning started with the stumble into the
Keith House coffee room to inject the first dose of caffeine.
Don and a few of the other students were there talking knives
and that set the pattern for the rest of the mornings.  At 7:45 was
‘Morning Song’ (group-sing-alongs, banjo-picking, mountain
humor, local history, etc. depending on the day).  At 8:15, the
bell (remember the bell?) rang, and it was time for breakfast.
The food was served family style, was more than adequate
(unless too many smiths sat at the same table), and was quite
good (with the exception of meatless Wednesday - but more on
that later).

  By 9:00, we were in the shop, ready to rock.  Our
first task was to create a sen - a Japanese draw knife used to
plane steel from the forged sword. We made the sens from 5160
(8" of rusty truck spring) by drawing out a tang on either end,
leaving 4 to 5" in the center which was forged into a
concave/convex form (see drawing). The sens were heat-cycled,
quenched in oil and drawn in low-temp (400 F) molten salt.  We
then scrounged in the reject wood pile for handle material and
completed the tools.  After a talk on correct forging technique
and stretching exercises, we got to work banging out our swords
- and I was pleasantly surprised to see how well the hammers I
had made for the course worked (articles describing them have
appeared or will appear in the near future).  By the end of the
day, I had a rough wakizashi (24" or so long) though  it should
have been a katana (33" long) - never let anyone (including the
instructor) distract you when you have steel in the fire ...arggg.

Tuesday was consumed with refining the shape,
smoothing out hammer marks, setting the tang, and heat-cycling

the blade (a task
h a n d l e d  b y
Chuck Patrick
a f t e r  h e
approved of the
p r e l i m i n a r y
work).  The next
t a s k  w a s
c le ar i n g t h e
surface.  That
w a s
accomplished by
first scrubbing
with a coarse
stone (hint: get
the stones used
t o  g r i n d
concrete and
terrazzo) to remove scale, then scraping with the sen to refine the
ridge line and blade surfaces.  Of course, all hammer marks had
to go (I got to hate hammer marks). The sword was then draw-
filed (mill bastard, second cut, smooth in succession).  There was
a lunch and dinner in there somewhere between 9:00 AM and
9:00 PM, but when you’re having so much fun, you don’t tend to
notice.

Wednesday was the day my chunk of 1050 became a
sword.  After the surface prep was approved (and after Don
demonstrated the technique), a satanite coat was applied to the
blade in a quasi-Japanese manner (using a frosting wand from K-
mart).  It was carefully brought up to critical temperature in a
long gas forge and quenched in water.  Apparently my technique
was passable since the blade survived.  This is cool stuff.
Wednesday was also vegetarian day at the Dining Hall.  It so
happened that Col. Tim Ryan invited the smiths to try his Uncle
Ringo Ryan’s Chili Beef Stew (a product of the cooking course
being taught by our favorite auctioneer).  We didn’t need a
second invitation.  Wednesday night was also demo night at the
Whitaker Shop - Don showed how to quench a blade to any and
all students and staff from the other courses.  This is another nice
tradition of the Folk School - the various instructors run a small
demonstration on a given evening for the whole school.

Thursday and Friday were sanding time - it takes a long
time to hand sand a sword.  Don demonstrated the appropriate
technique and then it was up to us to sand, sand, and sand some
more.  We begin with 120 grit (wet/dry paper on a wood block),
refined the lines with 220 and 320 EDM stones, worked through
320,400, 600, 1200, 1500 and 2000 grit papers.  By that time, the
temper line (hamon) was beginning to be visible.  A little ferric
chloride solution completed the unveiling.    Friday night was
show-and-tell for all the courses – there is some mind-boggling
stuff being produced at the Folk School! 

Saturday was pick it up, say
good-by, and hit the road.  Overall it was
a great experience with almost no negative
aspects (I did mention meatless
Wednesday, right?) And I would (and
will) do it again.
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Chapter  Liaison Letter, November 2000 

The ABANA Board elections have come and gone, and three new

members have been selected by the membership for service to

ABANA and the international blacksmithing community. Please

welcome Bob Fredell, Jerry Kagele and Dan Nauman to the

ABANA Board. On behalf of the ABANA Board I would like to

thank the outgoing members Bob Bergman, Joe Harris, and Elmer

Roush for their service over the past years, and I know each will

continue to serve ABANA and blacksmithing in the future. We

also congratulate Scott Lankton and Dorothy Stiegler on their re-

election to the Board. On behalf of ABANA, thanks to all those

who ran for positions and we welcome your gesture of service

and hope to call upon your generosity to serve ABANA in the future.

One of the most frequent questions that I get from chapters

concerns liability insurance. I would like to poll the chapters to

see what each one is doing for insurance. Please send me

information on your insurance including the company, coverage,

price basis (per event, per person, blanket, and riders for special

events) and any other information, including the effort that went

into finding coverage and any wisdom on the process to share

with others. I do not need the cost of your coverage. I will put this

together in a package to be shared with chapters. Thanks in

advance for helping your fellow chapters. 

The Appalachian Area Chapter will raffle a complete blacksmith

shop, (no building), for the May 2001 Southeast Regional

Blacksmith Conference to be held in Madison, Georgia. Only

1200 tickets will be sold, so get yours now! The tickets are $5.00

each or 6 for $25.00. If all sell soon enough the drawing will be

held in December. You need not be present to win, just make

shipping arrangements. The shop includes a gas forge, a coal

forge; complete with fire-pot and draft hood, anvil, tool rack,

hammers, post vise, post drill, and other tools too numerous to

list. HURRY!!

Please mail those checks to:

Dennis McAdams

1709 Ichabod Lane 

Chattanooga, TN 37405

e-mail questions: mcadamsd@mindspring.com

As the transition continues for editor of The Anvil's

Ring from Jim McCarty to Rob Edwards, and the printing of both

The Anvil's Ring and Hammer's Blow from Biltmore Press to

Sebastian Publishing, we wanted to keep you posted on the

address changes. Below is the address and web site for Rob's

company that has been created exclusively for the ABANA

magazines. The web site is under construction and the e-mail is

not activated as of this writing, but will all be up and running soon.

The Anvil's Ring

Sebastian Publishing

P.O. Box 1849

2770 Sourdough Flat

Georgetown, CA 95634

Phone: 530/333-2687

Fax: 530/333-2689

Web site: www.sebastianpublishing.com

e-mail: thering@sebastianpublishing.com 

The annual ABANA Board meeting is scheduled for November

16-18 in La Crosse, Wisconsin. The Board has a full agenda for

this meeting that is available from the Central Office and has been

posted on the web site. LeeAnn has requested comments from the

chapters and we thank you for your input. All will be afforded

serious consideration. 

Jerry Hansen of Spring Creek, Nevada has been awarded an

ABANA scholarship to study with Geronimo Bayard. The

Blacksmith Organization of Arkansas was awarded a chapter

scholarship to support their fall conference on the first weekend

of November. BOA lost their funding for their conference at the

last minute and ABANA stepped in quickly with scholarship

support, ensuring that the conference did not suffer because of

this unfortunate event. 

In closing, I include an excerpt from the opening speech that

Dorothy Stiegler made at the 2000 ABANA conference. Wise

and deep words, reflecting the philosophy and works of the great

men we honored that day, and continue to do so every time we do

or think something that these men, and the other positive

influences in our lives, have influenced and made our lives better.

We all should rise to the challenge and influence others in the

same way. 

“The future is today and the call is for us to do it anyway at this

time. We are successful not by the measure of our bank accounts,

but by the lives we have touched in a positive way. The challenge

is there through the examples of these men we honor here today;

Francis Whitaker, Carl VanArnam, Emmert Studebaker, Chris

Ray, Paul Hubler, Bill Peigh and Johann Jausner. They have

paved the way for us to get this far and our obligation is to

provide a world that not only our children can survive in, but our

children’s children for at least seven generations into the future.

Move forward into your 

own history and take them with you, imparting not only

their great example but adding your own enthusiasm and zeal for

life to this picture.”

This great quote by an anonymous author was found on the wall

of Pete’s Café in Menlow Park, California. I believe it sums up

what these men stood for and the challenge to which we should strive:

People are unreasonable, illogical, and self centered….Love

Them Anyway. If you do good, people will accuse you of ulterior

motives….Do Good Anyway.If you are successful, you will win

false friends and true enemies….Succeed Anyway. Honesty and

frankness make you vulnerable …Be Honest And Frank Anyway.

People favor under-dogs but follow only top dogs…Fight For

Some Under Dogs Anyway. What you spend years building may

be destroyed overnight….Build Anyway. People may really need

help but may attack you if you help them….Help People

Anyway. Give the world the best you’ve got and you may get

kicked in the teeth….Give The World The Best You’ve Got

Anyway. 

Safe and productive forging. 

*dbl* 

Doug Learn 

ABANA Chapter Liaison 

121 Pebble Woods Drive 

Doylestown, PA 18901-2907 

(215) 489-1742 

cjfdlearn@mindspring.com
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Grasshopper Treadle Hammer
Bruce Freeman

I am pleased to announce the release of the first

version of the plans for the Grasshopper Treadle Hammer. The

Grasshopper Treadle Hammer is a vertical-motion hammer that uses

only pivots to achieve the vertical motion; it uses no sliders or rollers.

The plans consist of over 130 pages of information, including 100

mechanical drawings, plus a color illustration of the hammer, all in a

3-ring loose-leaf binder and sell for $25, postpaid (in the USA).

Much more information is available at my website:  

http://www.monouth.com/~freeman/bmf/grashopr.htm.

This first version of the plans will be revised

over the next few months, as I get feedback from the first folks to use

them.  If you are only generally interested in building this hammer, I

encourage you to wait for the final release (probably in mid to late

2001).  However, if you are eager to build yourself a Grasshopper

Treadle Hammer, you may take advantage of my feedback -

reimbursement program:  By providing me with feedback on the

plans and on your experiences in building the hammer, you may

qualify for a refund of up to $20, depending upon the value of your

feedback.   You may purchase the plans by sending me a check for

$25:  Bruce Freeman, 222 Laurel Place, Neptune, NJ  07753.  (For

orders from outside the USA, please inquire first.)

I am indebted to Richard Sheppard and Clay

Spencer for inspiration derived from their respective vertical-motion

treadle hammers.  I am indebted to Ray Maiara and Larry Brown,

both of Staten Island, NY, the former for his encouragement and for

providing most of the steel used in the prototype, and the latter for

suggesting the bell crank mechanism for the kickback adjustment.  I

am particularly indebted to Marshall Bienstock, in whose shop all the

work on the prototype was done, and who did all the welding.

The name of the hammer comes from the "grasshopper

straight-line motion of steam-engine days.  The hammer employs a

elaboration of this mechanism to achieve the vertical motion while

maintaining the ram in a vertical orientation.  The vertical motion

provides accurate striking of the work or tool, regardless of its height

or thickness.  This is in contrast to the more traditional swinging

motion that strikes a different point in the horizontal plane depending

upon the height of the tool or work.  The principal advantage of using

only pivot joints is to enable a longer stroke than can be easily

achieved by other means, since designs employing rollers or sliders

must keep those devices "engaged" with the ram throughout its

stroke.

The Grasshopper Treadle Hammer has been

designed with both utility and ease of use in mind.  The anvil is free

of obstructions in all directions.  The stroke of the hammer is 34",

and much of this stroke may be used effectively because the height of

the treadle can be adjusted to accommodate for different "work

heights."  Furthermore, through most of the hammer stroke there is no

"return force" exerted upward against the foot; only at the bottom of

the stroke does a sudden increase in return force provide a

"kick-back" to bring the hammer up for the next stroke.  This

kick-back is adjustable to accommodate different work heights.  Both

the treadle height and the kickback adjustments are made by means of

cranks mounted at the front of the hammer, where the user normally

stands, so the user is not exposed to undue hazard (as by reaching

under the hammer mechanism).

The inspirations for the Grasshopper Treadle

Hammer came from Richard Sheppard's "Big Lick" Treadle Hammer,

which employs sliders and has a stroke of about 10 inches, and from

Clay Spencer's vertical-motion treadle hammer which employs rollers

and has a somewhat larger stroke.

I first tested the concept of the Grasshopper

Treadle Hammer in wood, and found one significant problem with the

original idea, leading to a change in the design.  This wooden

mock-up I took to Marshall Bienstock's shop in Howell, NJ, where it

was demonstrated for the NJBA.

I then announced the design over the ABANA

news group, "theForge." One upshot of these initial conversations

was that Ray Maiara of Staten Island visited Marshall's shop to see

the mock up.  Then within a couple months, Ray built the world's

first (steel) Grasshopper Treadle Hammer, using a design very

different from my own, as can be seen at his website:

http://auroraforge.com/blacksmithing/grasshoppers.html.  Ray also

donated most of the steel that went into my prototype Grasshopper

Treadle Hammer.

Over the course of the next year or so, I

machined parts and Marshall welded them together, until we had

what we could call a Grasshopper Treadle Hammer.  The hammer

was complete as far as the mechanism was concerned, but we

didn't have a good idea how to work the treadle and springs.  I

posted pictures and immediately got criticism that the height of the

treadle couldn't be adjusted.  Wellàyou could have put a turnbuckle

in the cable, but really they were right.  I didn't especially like the

whole treadle linkage, so I completely redesigned it, simplifying it

somewhat, and adding a winch to provide the treadle adjustment.

This worked well and was especially appealing because the crank

for the winch was accessible from the front.

So far, so good.  I thought the feel of the

hammer was fine.  Marshall thought otherwise.  It seems I tip the

scale at over 200 lb., whereas I doubt Marshall weighs it at 150 lb.

The springs were really fighting him, so something had to be done.

I realized that over most of the stroke, we really didn't want any

return force on the hammer at all.  So I played with the math and

came up with a shape of a pulley that would enable the springs to

just balance the hammer at any position of the stroke.  The

mathematical expression took into account the changing position

of the ram versus its pivots, the wrapping of the spring cable on the

pulley, etc.  Curiously the plot of the result was almost exactly a

circle, but a circle mounted not at its center but at its rim.  So that's

what I built, and it worked!  The hammer is completely

"weightless" throughout its entire stroke.

That was excellent for the downstroke, but

left a little to be desired for the upstroke.  The springs balanced the

hammer just fine, but didn't lift it back up!  Well, obviously a little

extra spring force was needed right at the end of the stroke.  There

were lots of ways this could be accomplished, but a particularly

simple way involved putting a roller in the back of the hammer

such that when the ram was almost at the bottom of its stroke, the

spring cable would flex over the roller, adding a little return force

("kick-back") which would lift the hammer for the next stroke.

That proved very satisfactory, as long as you

were working with a single size tooling.  Changing the tooling

might mean that you got the kick-back too soon or not at all.

Unfortunately another adjuster was needed.  I had a general idea

how to implement this in a low-tech manner, but was puzzled how

to make the control linkage, since I wanted the control of this

adjustment to be made from the front as well.  While pondering

how best to do this, Larry Brown chimed in with the idea for the

bell crank.  I tried that and it worked well.  No doubt there would

be other equally good ways to implement this adjustment, or even

to generate an adjustable return force, but this way works so I went

with it.

And the result is the first prototype

Grasshopper Treadle Hammer.  The plans I've issued are not quite

the same as the prototype.  Some of what we built was more than

what we needed, so I've made simplifying changes there.  In

examining the structure on CAD software I came up with some

minor improvements in the design.  Also I've added guards ¡ side

plates and front and rear guards ¡ as a safety measure.  I hope to

build my own second prototype sometime in the next year, but I

doubt I'll be able to start soon.  Meanwhile there are a few folks

who have been clamoring for these plans, so for their sake I'm

releasing them before my second prototype is built.  I will use

feedback from them to modify the plans for the final release.
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Adjustable Anvil Stand

Steve Bloom

At the John C. Campbell Folk School, in the

Whitaker shop, are adjustable anvil stands at each

station.  The design is simple, effective, and well worth

knowing about.  The stand consists of four pieces of

heavy angle iron position enclosing a 11.5" x 11.5" space

(width of nominal 2" x 12" planks)(see accompanying

figure).  The pieces are embedded into a concrete base.

On one surface (the ‘front’) is a strap of 2" x 1/4" steel

welded across two of the uprights and is positioned near

the base.  On that strap is a heavy hook, welded to the

strap.  On the opposite surface is another strap of the

same dimensions positioned somewhat higher on the

other pair of uprights.  A slotted piece of angle iron is

welded in the same location as the hook on the first strap.

Drop the appropriate number of 11.5" pieces of 2"x12"

planking into the space until the anvil surface will be at

the correct height for you.  Plop your anvil on top and

position the horn which ever way you like (we don’t need

to get into that decision!).  The lock-down consists of a

‘Y’ piece of moderately heavy chain.  The two ‘top ends’

of the ‘Y’ are connected to the loop on a heathy turn-

buckle.  The chain necklace is slipped over the anvil, the

lower loop of the turn-buckle is slipped over the hook,

and the free end (the ‘stem’ of the ‘Y’) is slipped into the

slot. By adjusting just where the free-end intersects with

the slot and by working the turn-buckle, you lock the

anvil to the stand.  You want to change the height? Just

add or delete boards.  Purty simple, no?
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On TheForge:

Since the thread in the spring about electrolytic rust

removal, I have continued to experiment. Here is

another interesting discovery:

In my knife making, I found that the gray oxide left

after normalizing my knives in wood ashes is very hard

and abrasive. It tends to eat the belts and dull the files I

use in the finishing process. Grinding it off is annoying.

I tried the electrolytic tub and discovered that it does a

fairly good job of getting rid of the gray

oxide, bringing the raw blade almost down to bare

metal and giving me a good place to start my finish

work.

Thought this might be useful information

Frederick W. Faller; Shiloh Forge Ironware;

ffaller@alum.mit.edu
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The lock is a result of two classes that I took at John C. Campbell.  One was Tom Latane's class on

how to construct the lock the other was Kirsten Skiles's class on chasing.  It took a year and a half to build and it is

about 3 x 2 1/2 x 1/2 inches. 

Bill Robertson 

mailto:websmith@blacksmithing.org
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